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Part A . Reading in the XX Century

Part B. BONUS 1. The printing and the protestant reformation
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1. Prelude

2. Philosophy, Rationale and Objectives

3. Historic roots of reading

4. Once upon a time write and read 
tied the knot

5. Gutenberg´s Legacy

6. Reading in the XX century

7. Reading trends of today

8. Contexts of reading

9. What is to read

10. How do we learn to read

11. When do we read

12. What to read

13. Why to read

14. We are what we read

15. Is reading the same as learning

16. The reading brain of the kids

17. Who enjoys reading
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18. If you don´t like to read

19. The business of reading

20. Publishing industries and the 
Internet

21. The Information that we read

22. Reading as a need/want, as a 
tradition or as a fashion?

23. Reading as leisure

24. Substitutes of reading

25. Reading and NAIQIs

26. Libraries matter

27. The core of the strategist mind

28. Reading content as a strategist

29. Becoming a strategist since 
kindergarten

30. Research agenda on reading for the 
next 15 years

31. Summary and conclusions
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Eleonora Escalante Strategy has decided to offer 5 bonus content subjects 

that weren´t consider initially in our outline.

1. Bonus 1: Reading/printing during times of the Protestant Reformation. 

Today

2. Bonus 2: Reading during the Renaissance. 4-OCT 2022

3. Bonus 3: Reading during the Enlightenment. 7-OCT-2022

4. Bonus 4: Newspapers commencement. 11-OCT-2022

5. Bonus 5: What happened during the first industrial revolution?. 14-OCT-

2022

• We will write about these 5 topics during the next episodes in parallel to 

our original outline. We will use the slides as a tool for it, for a much-

organized view of our episode. We also won´t mix the subjects. 

• The idea is to segment our slides in two parts: Part A is about the relevant 

supporting material that corresponds to the specific theme of the 

episode, and Part B will be about the bonus content. 

• See the outline for next month of October.

Thank you!
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Part A: Reading in the XX Century
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As the start of the 1900s,  everyone wanted to read.

Photo source

http://www.gschroeder.com/bl

og/2016/7/31/of-librarians-and-

architects

• In Europe, and the rest of the Western World 

reading was trendy

• This trend was a continuation of what started in 

the XIX century.

• This century was the consolidation of the mass 

paperback book format

• The age of the cheap book series came to 

shine

• Books became an object of accompaniment  

fueled by the rising literacy, the increment of 

leisure time, and demographics

• Publishing books became an industry of strong 

proportions, because the business of the books 

was good for the publishing firms 
Source: https://www.amazon.com/Companion-History-Book-Simon-Eliot/dp/140519278X. Chapter 26 Modernty and Print 

II. Europe 1890-1970. Chapter 27: Modernity and Print III. The United States 1890-1970

https://www.amazon.com/Cambridge-Companion-History-Companions-Literature/dp/1107625092 Chapter 10.

https://www.amazon.com/Companion-History-Book-Simon-Eliot/dp/140519278X
https://www.amazon.com/Cambridge-Companion-History-Companions-Literature/dp/1107625092
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Books, newspapers, libraries and Carnegie
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The coexistence of selling cheap books, borrowing from libraries, book clubs and other 

mass media formats

Photo Source:Fuerte San Carlos 

1902.jpg Wikipedia.

The XX century until 1970 was characterized by:

1. Individual copyright ownership regulation in Europe and the

USA favoring the publishers, not the authors.

2. The newspaper industry was booming: In 1910, in Paris (with 

a population of 2.5 million) 5 million newspapers were 

printed daily (all newspapers, matin & soir).

3. For books, the publisher took the preeminent role above the 

printer and bookseller or authors.

4. Libraries flourished by philanthropists as Carnegie who 

donated more than 1600 of them only in the USA (1890).

5. The Kulturverleger (cultural publisher) made its 

appearance: to spread serious fiction and expressionist 

authors to a wider audience.

6. Book clubs emerged in Europe.

7. The booksellers changed to an open-shelf shops format. 

8. After WWII, in the USA, paperback books were distributed 

through the magazine kiosks, drugstores,  tobacco shops, 

railroad stations, and others. 

Source: https://www.amazon.com/Companion-History-Book-Simon-Eliot/dp/140519278X. Chapter 26 Modernty and Print 

II. Europe 1890-1970. Chapter 27: Modernity and Print III. The United States 1890-1970

https://www.amazon.com/Cambridge-Companion-History-Companions-Literature/dp/1107625092 Chapter 10.

https://www.amazon.com/Companion-History-Book-Simon-Eliot/dp/140519278X
https://www.amazon.com/Cambridge-Companion-History-Companions-Literature/dp/1107625092
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Once bankers found that publishing was business…

Morgan Library & Museum, New York 

City.

Photo Source: 

https://www.britannica.com/biograph

y/J-P-Morgan

1. The publishing shift to a purely commercial venture from 

1890-1910. The traditional meaning of printing as an 

occupation of the higher intellectuals was degraded, and 

for the first time appeared the gap between the popular 

taste and the elite high cultural palate for reading

2. In the USA,  after WWI, American literary authorship 

entered to the golden age: It was the time for Scott 

Fitzgerald, Sinclair Lewis, Ernest Hemingway, etc. It was also 

the golden age for editors. 

3. After WWII, textbooks in schools and universities were a 

major driver for the industry

4. The publishing industry embraced the new technologies 

without any type of compulsory analysis, and that has 

remained to our days.

5. Authors have never been positioned in the spotlight for 

living well after being published. With the digital era the 

situation has deteriorated to extremes. The harming 

towards us is the loss for the civilization…
Source: https://www.amazon.com/Companion-History-Book-Simon-Eliot/dp/140519278X. Chapter 26 Modernty and Print 

II. Europe 1890-1970. Chapter 27: Modernity and Print III. The United States 1890-1970

https://www.amazon.com/Cambridge-Companion-History-Companions-Literature/dp/1107625092 Chapter 10.

https://www.amazon.com/Companion-History-Book-Simon-Eliot/dp/140519278X
https://www.amazon.com/Cambridge-Companion-History-Companions-Literature/dp/1107625092
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Part B: Reading/Printing during times of the  Protestant Reformation
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The aftermath of Gutenberg´s printing press
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.

For more information visit:

“Gutenberg invented the moveable type for Europe, but it´s no exaggeration to say that Medieval 

Europe worked for 300 years to invent Gutenberg” Lienhard, 1992

Diffusion of Printing in 

Europe 16th Century

• From Germany (John Speyer) to Venice in 

the 1460s: Roman Classics and St. Augustine 

books. 

• From France (Nicholas Jensen) to Venice: 

type of fonts invention: from gothic style of 

Gutenberg to the roman type of fonts

• Aldus Manutius: Printed at reasonable prices

• Venice was the incunabula or cradle of 

printing. By 1500 Venice printing industry took 

Europe as a storm

• By half 16th century: Paris, Amsterdam,

Brussels, Frankfurt, Paris and London were

printing fully.

• Cost reduction was impressive: A monk could 

copy one double sided page per day. A 

printing press could  print about 1,500  

double sided pages per day.

Consequences of 

printing 16th Century

Photo Source: Frank Chouteau Brown 

16th Century German Blackletter 

http://luc.devroye.org/fonts.html

• From Latin to each country´s language.

• Unifying dialects to simplify in one common 

language per country. That unique language

was the cornerstone of a national identity

• Standardization of  information in 

comparison to manuscripts

• The spread of humanism and individualism

• The emergence of the printing was the tool 

for  an anti-religious structure's movement in 

Europe 

• Before the print-press, the Latin Bible was the

preeminent scripture for all

• The Catholic church monopoly of 

information production and diffusion came 

to an end. 

http://luc.devroye.org/fonts.html
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And then Martin Luther joined the bash.
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Martin Luther (1483-1546)

For more information visit: 

• Martin Luther (1483-1546) took the stage in 1517.

• He was a priest and doctor of the Bible. He was 

• His biography details can be found here: 

https://www.worldhistory.org/Martin_Luther/ and here

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Martin-Luther

• He wrote the 95 theses, the book that changed the 

clergy and religion structures of Christianity and its 

church in Europe.

Source: https://www.londonlibrary.co.uk/theses

For Luther, the Catholic church was wrong by selling the indulgencies in Exchange for forgiveness.

https://www.worldhistory.org/Martin_Luther/
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Martin-Luther
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Luther criticism of the Catholic Church was the beginning of the Protestant church.

Frederick III castle at Wartburg, Eisenach, Germany 

where Luther was protected in 1521. While at 

Wartburg, Luther wrote and translated the New 

Testament from Latin to German, which quickly 

became a bestseller owing to the speed and 

efficiency of the printing press.

Photo Source: 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Wartburg

Source: https://www.thoughtco.com/indulgences-their-role-in-the-reformation-1221776

https://www.worldhistory.org/Martin_Luther/

• European Christianity split apart during the revolution of the 

"Reformation.“

• The motif was the “indulgencies”. The indulgencies system was 

crowned by the Catholic Church for more than 500 years.

• Luther called for a reform and was expelled and condemned as 

an outlaw from the Catholic Church in January 1521.  

• The press of Luther's time produced pamphlets, posters, books, 

and anything else quickly. Luther´s writings were then made 

available to the public all over Europe.

• The crowds in Germany got the information about Luther in less

than weeks. It was the beginning of the mass medium.

• Germany was separated: Northern German states were pro

Luther, meanwhile southern German hunted him. Luther was

able to escape from death, because of the powerful rulers of 

Eisenach.

• The Lutheran revolt began then in Germany, and his followers 

proceeded in Switzerland, France, and other European cities 

during the next decade. Finally got the support from Henry VIII 

(1533) who established a separate Church of England.

https://www.thoughtco.com/indulgences-their-role-in-the-reformation-1221776
https://www.worldhistory.org/Martin_Luther/
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Beyond Luther´s influence
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Our strategic reflections about reading during Luther´s time. 

• Contextual Strategic Analysis:

1. Location: The setting of Luther mattered. If Luther would have been

born in France, or England or Spain; he would have perished in the

intent. The division of religiosity at the elite levels helped Luther to 

survive in Northern Germany.

2. Time: Reading still wasn´t for the majority, but the nascent middle-class 

and intellectuals of the epoch were able to understand and support 

the reform

3. Educated people: The printing press in hands of the right people: most 

printers owners were preachers or former priests with humanist

educations who saw the opportunity to use the situation, for the sake 

of expanding their businesses too.

4. Vernacular Languages: The translations of the books from Latin to 

German, French, Italian, English and even Spanish, beyond the Bible 

itself; helped the thinking of the educated elite to reshape and 

redirect their corporate strategy mindsets 

5. Diversification of the prints: Different streams beyond books: The

pamphlets were posted, and the texts were read in taverns, town halls, 

homesteads and marketplaces

6. Scientific and Technical dissemination of the printing revolution

• Luther´s reform couldn´t have 

been possible without the quick, 

efficient and multidimensional 

propagation of Luther´s writings 

all over Europe through the 

printing press.

• The corruption inside the 

Catholic Church was enormous, 

the abuses and slaughtering of 

innocent who opposed,  was 

evident in every major city in 

Europe.

Geography

Maps

Charts

Astronomical

Geology

Mining

Metallurgy

Educational Texts

Research Docs

Medicine Treaties

The newspapers

were on the

horizon

Photo source: https://www.worldhistory.org/Martin_Luther/
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